In an attempt to isolate the specific frequencies
from 52.8130 MHz to 52.150 MHz. If there exists a fixed frequency resonator which is responsible for an instability, a change in the rf frequency during the slowly changing field period just pervious to extraction will result in a change in the harmonic sideband realtionship over the entire spectrum. Only one frequency, that of the offending resonator, will remain fixed. By examination of the location of sidebandsat the two final energies, frequencies which reamin fixed can be localized even if they are not within the spectral range examined.
At 8 GeV the more closely spaced FM sidebands are spaced 10.31 MHz from harmonics of the fundamental rf frequency. Upon reduction to 4 GeV these sidebands are found to have moved away from the harmonics to a spacing of 14.95 MHz. This relatively large increase implicates an upper sideband of a high harmonic. An upper sideband of the 7th rf harmonic at 380 MHz meets the requirement of remaining fixed for both operating energies. There are indeed strong spectral lines at 380 MHz for each operating condition but no resonant object or spurious cavity resonance has been located at that frequency.
The remaining family of sidebands is found to decrease in spacing from 21. alternative methods of damping the motion must be employed. In order to minimize the bunch to bunch coupling by a form of Landau damping one of the eighteen accelerating cavities is operated at harmonic number 83 instead of 84 following transition, thus introducing a small bunch to bunch synchrotron tune spread.4 '5 In order to make the best use of available rf cavities the cavity which is used to introduce damping is used for normal acceleration until slightly beyond transition at which time it is switched one harmonic number down in frequency. Figure 3 is a block diagram showing how the 83rd harmonic rf voltage is developed and delivered to the power amplifier coupled to the damping cavity. The rf drive signal to each amplifier is gated on by a dc signal delivered to a balanced mixer. If, instead, the balanced mixer is driven by a sinusoid at the booster rotation frequency, it acts as a balanced modulator, developing upper and lower sidebands while suppressing the input driving frequency. The rotation frequency is obtained by scaling the rf source frequency by half the harmonic number with a fast recycling scaler. The scaler output pulse train is delivered to a single flip-flop which creates a square wave of the desired frequency which is then filtered. The resulting sideband rf outputs are then at harmonic frequencies h = 83 and h = 85 separated by 1.257 MHz. These signals are delivered simultaneously to the power amplifier. The damping cavity, which has a Q of 1100 at this frequency, is tuned to select the lower sideband following the change in gating. The phase-feedback tuning system for the cavity is disabled during the transition period and upon being re-enabled tunes the cavity normally at the 83rd harmonic. Figure 4 is a block diagram showing the manner in which the upper and lower sidebands of the fan-out rf are generated for the rf station selected to do the damping. In Figure 5 the rf envelope of the damping cavity is shown throughout the entire accelerating period. The rate at which the transition is made between harmonics is limited by the current slewing capability of the Ferrite Tuning Bias Supply. 
